Course offerings 2018/2019
► Information and updates: studies.unifr.ch

Languages and Literatures
Classics (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Comparative Literature (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) M
English Language and Literature (English) B M
French (French) B M
French: Foundational Curriculum (French) M
German (German) B M
German Literary Studies (German) B M
Greek Studies (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Italian (Italian) B M
Latin Studies (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Rhaeto-Romance (Rhaeto-Romance) B M
Slavic Studies (Fr., Ger. and other lang.) B M
Spanish (Spanish) B M

Law
Law (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Legal Studies (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) M

Medicine and Sport
Biomedical Sciences (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) B M
Experimental Biomedical Research (English) M
Human Medicine (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) B M
* from 2019
Sport Sciences and Motor Control (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) B M
* Master courses in English

Multilingualism and Foreign Language Education
Foreign Language Didactics (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) M
French and German: Bilingualism and Cultural Exchange (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) B M
French as a Foreign Language (French) B M
German as a Foreign Language (German) B M
Multilingualism Studies (Bilingual Fr. and Ger.) M

Pedagogy / Psychology
Education / Psychology (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Educational Sciences (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Psychology (Fr., Ger. or bilingual) B M
Special Education (French or German) B M
Special Education and Social Pedagogy (French or German) B M
Special Education (Special Educational Needs Teacher) (French or German) M
Speech-Language Therapy (German) B M

Notes
* = only as a minor study programme, Bachelor (60 ECTS) or Master (30 ECTS)
* = starts only in the Autumn Semester (September)
* = special admission conditions, see studies.unifr.ch
A University Town par excellence
You won’t find a separate campus in Fribourg: the whole town is your campus! With some 10,000 students living among a local population of 40,000, Fribourg is truly a university town like no other. The mixture of historic tradition dating back to the middle ages, brought to life by a vibrant student community, gives life in Fribourg a unique and incomparable charm.

Living multilingually: a chance not to be missed
Fribourg is Switzerland’s only bilingual university. Here, you can choose from a wide range of study programmes in French or German – or in both. In addition, many subjects of importance for an international career are also taught in English. At Fribourg, being multilingual is not an academic pursuit – it’s a way of life.

Studies tailored to the individual
At the University of Fribourg, nobody gets lost in the crowd. As part of a university community of just the right size, with a highly committed teaching body, you will have the benefit of individual guidance in choosing your academic path. The University’s five faculties offer a wide range of study programmes you can tailor to your own individual needs and interests.

Would you like to know more?
Infodays for high school students:
► www.unifr.ch/go/infoday